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Assisting with the fundraising for district year end prizes
Purpose of event directors is to assure that the rodeo is conducted in accordance with NHSRA Rule Book to the
best interest of the contestant.
Event Directors will be responsible for carrying out the duties stated herein.
Management of their respective events before and during the rodeo.
Carrying out NHSRA rules and responsibilities as stated in rulebook.
Stock Contractors and host committee will abide by the event director’s decisions.
It shall be the event directors’ responsibility to see that contestant competes on the stock drawn for them. In
the event of a mistake, stock drawn for must be run during that performance and only that time or score taken.
Any undesirable conditions will be ruled on by the event director.
All judges may meet with Event Directors before the rodeo and discuss their respective events, and judging
procedure.
An Event Director may declare particular animals unsatisfactory. Upon notification, either written or verbal,
stock contractor shall eliminate such animal from competition draw.
Competitors are to go to the Event Directors if there is an issue in their event. The event director will determine
if it needs to be taken to the judges for further review.
Assist judges in the event and be responsible to making sure correct stock is being used and contestants are
running order.
As part of the finals planning the 3 event directors will work together with stock contractors to ensure stock is
adequate as per rule book.

Break Away Roping:
 Supply the break away string for all contestants
Ribbon Roping:
 Supply the ribbon and elastics for the calves and the material for the line
Goats:
 Ensure that there are collars, pegs and shank at each rodeo
Barrel Racing:
 Assist and oversee with the measuring of the barrel pattern
 Pattern must be posted in the office prior to start of rodeo and signed by all who marked it
Pole Bending:
 Assist and oversee with the measuring of the pole pattern
 Pattern must be posted in the office prior to start of rodeo and signed by all who marked it
BAW/Junior Bull Riding:
 Must ensure that AHSRA equipment is ready and in working order for the contestants to use
 If there are concerns with the stock the concerns are addressed by yourself to the National Director and stock
contractor (not individual parents)

